Keepers

· Custom Design
· Top Grain Leather
· Precise Fit
· Secure Retention

ASP Keepers are designed for retention. Each Keeper in the series is
constructed from premium top grain American cowhide. They provide long
years of service. The Keepers assure a precise fit and secure retention of
duty accessories. These custom designs are both unique and functional.

Belt Keepers are packaged in sets of four single or two double wide retainers. Each Keeper employs custom duty snaps
which are sandwiched between two layers of top grain leather. The Keeper is then outlined in nylon cord stitching and edge
finished. The hidden snaps present a neat, clean appearance on the duty belt. They securely retain alignment of the duty
belt, under belt and equipment.

Belt Keepers align the duty belt, under
belt and equipment.

Double Wide Belt Keepers allow precise
positioning of equipment on the duty belt.

ASP Keepers . . . Position and Retain
Light Keepers retain Guardian CR lights on a duty or dress belt. Industrial grade shoe elastic
positions the light for dependable backup on the duty or dress belt. Their hook and loop
attachment is secure and infinitely adjustable.

Light Keepers are slim, compact and
match the duty belt.

Knife Keepers provide rapid access to Edge or Investigator utility knives. A custom split ring provides immediate access to
these miniature ASP pocket tools. The Keeper is adjustable to both duty and dress belts.

Knife Keepers retain Edge or
Investigator mini tools. Their split ring
provides instant access from a duty or
dress belt.

AutoKey Keepers are molded leather form fit carriers for the AutoKey. They are matched with a custom ASP split ring for rapid
access. The Keeper is adjustable for either duty or dress belts.

AutoKey Keepers carry and secure the
AutoKey. Their split ring provides rapid
presentation of the handcuff key.

®

“Protecting Those Who Protect”
Keepers
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